Abstract: Acoustic metamaterials with negative dynamic mass density have been shown to demonstrate a five-fold increase in transmission loss (TL) over mass law predictions for a narrowband (100 Hz) at low frequencies (100-1000 Hz). The present work focuses on the scale-up of this effect by examining the behavior of multiple elements arranged in arrays. Single membranes were stretched over rigid frame supports and masses were attached to the center of each divided cell.
Introduction
In aerospace applications, sound insulation is often achieved by the addition of foams and fiber batting [1] . The acoustic performance of foams can be enhanced by the addition of mass inclusions [2] , leading to increases of (10-20 dB) over the acoustic mass law at ∼100 Hz. While traditional treatments are reasonably effective at high frequencies, the added mass required to attenuate noise at low frequencies is not acceptable in weight-critical applications, such as air and land vehicles.
Broadband noise reduction has been achieved by assembling narrowband resonators in arrays. These arrays have involved traditional resonators, such as Helmholtz resonators, configured both in series and in parallel [3, 4] . Recently, acoustic bandgap materials have been developed that exhibit TL peaks (>40 dB) at low frequencies (<200 Hz) [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Mass-in-rubber [14] [15] [16] [17] , along with membrane-type [5] [6] [7] acoustic metamaterials have shown enhanced sound insulation at low frequencies over narrow frequency bands (∼100 Hz). Yang et al. [6] showed that narrowband sound insulation could be achieved with arrays of mass-weighted membranes with equal mass distribution across multiple cells, while broadband insulation could be achieved by stacking arrays in series.
However, none of these earlier studies demonstrated effective broadband sound insulation from a single-layer array structure. Additionally, the effects of the support frame compliance, which will become a significant factor when such structures are employed on a large scale, have not been examined.
In the present work, we demonstrate a sound insulation profile with TL peaks at multiple frequencies with different properties. Using the single-celled structure as a baseline, the effects of interelement coupling between adjacent cells were investigated. The mass distribution across the membrane cells was adjusted to achieve multifrequency sound insulation over a broad frequency range (>1000 Hz).
The effects of the support frame stiffness on TL were also examined (such effects will be important in larger arrays which include more cells). The acoustic-structural behavior was analyzed by the finite element method and compared to the measured behavior.
In this manuscript, the methods for fabrication of the structures will be described, followed by the techniques used for characterizing the structures. A detailed description of results is presented, followed by a separate discussion section, in which the results are explained.
Methods

Structure Fabrication
Mass-weighted membrane structures were constructed of a thin, tensioned membrane, a centrally located mass, and a support frame. To obtain results over a large frequency range, TL was measured for samples with different membrane materials: polyetherimide (PEI) and silicone rubber. Properties for the membrane materials are shown in Table I to the center of each cell (see Fig. 1 ). Three types of array frames were produced; one from aluminum, and two from fiberglass (G10-glass fiber and epoxy). The Young's modulus of the aluminum frame was 70 GPa, while the average (E 11 and E 22) in-plane modulus of the quasiisotropic composite frame was 17.5 GPa. The cells of the frame were cut in the 11-direction indicated in Fig. 1(a) . All of the frames featured four square cells with a side length of 27.4 mm [ Fig. 1(a) ].
The divided membrane-frame structure was clamped to a 10 mm thick steel tube adapter with an outer diameter of 100 mm, designed to fit snugly in the testing apparatus. Additionally, square single-celled structures were constructed to provide a baseline for comparison with the arrays [ Fig.   1(b) ]. The membrane properties for the single-celled structures were the same as the array structures,
as was the applied static mass. The side of the square cell was 27.4 mm. To permit testing of the square cell in the round impedance tube, a tube adapter was used similar to that for the array. The single square cell was clamped to a circular tube adapter 100 mm in diameter and 10 mm thick.
Please cite this article as Naify, Christina J. B&K). The membrane displacements were measured during acoustic excitation using a modification to the impedance tube setup. Samples were mounted in the impedance tube and acoustically excited at discrete frequencies from 100-2000 Hz using the speaker in the impedance tube. Local displacement measurements were obtained at discrete points along the structure using a laser vibrometer (Ometron VH 300 + Laser Doppler Vibrometer type 8329). The vibrometer laser was focused on the structure (spot size 1 mm in diameter) using an optical mirror mounted on a rotating
stage, affording precise adjustment of the position of the measurement. Figure 2 shows a photograph of the test setup, including the location of the sample, mirror, and vibrometer. To provide consistent results for each frequency measurement, the pressure amplitude of the speaker was adjusted to maintain a total sound pressure level of 100 dB incident on the structure. The peakto-peak displacement of the structure under excitation was determined using instrument software for the laser vibrometer (Pulse, B&K).
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Results
To determine the effect of mass distribution (heterogeneous and homogenous) on array sound transmission, the TL of different mass variations was measured. The four-celled array structures were characterized by measuring TL with different mass distributions across the cells. Figure 3 shows the naming convention for the different mass distributions, and Table II Differences between the TL from the single-cell and multi-celled resonators were compared. In particular, the TL for a single-celled structure with a 0.32 g mass attached was compared to a multicell array structure with 0.32 g attached to each cell. Equivalent membrane materials were used in both structures and the area of each cell in the array was the same as the area of the single-cell membrane. where minimal sound is transmitted. The dynamic behavior of the structure at the peaks and minima, including the physical phenomena responsible for the TL peak, has been explained in previous studies [7] . The predicted mass law values [19, 20] for a uniform limp material with equal surface density to the film and weights are included. Predicted mass law values were calculated using a formula for the TL of composite walls [20] . (1) where τi is the power transmission coefficient for each element and Si is the area of each element.
The transmission coefficient, τi , for each individual element is calculated using Eq. (2), (2) where ω = 2πf, f is the frequency (Hz), ρs is the surface density of each element, and ρo and c are the density and speed of sound in the surrounding fluid (air), respectively. Finally, Eq. (3) is used to calculate the TL of the composite panel
The array with equal masses distributed across four cells yielded a single TL peak. The antiresonance peak and the resonance dip frequencies shown in Fig. 4 are listed in Table III . The magnitude of the peak TL of the PEI membrane sample was approximately 10 dB greater than that of the rubber sample. The 4× decrease in frequency associated with the rubber membrane (compared to the PEI) was caused by the difference in tension of the two materials (listed in Table I ). The second resonance frequency for the PEI array was not reported because it occurred at a frequency greater than the upper frequency cutoff of the large-diameter impedance tube (∼2 kHz).
Additionally, for both membrane materials, the magnitude of the overall TL profile for the singlecelled structure was about 10-20 dB greater than that of the array structure.
Please cite this article as Naify, Christina J. at the edge of the square frame and a source condition of 1 Pa incident on the sample. The structures were analyzed with a two-dimensional shell structure to minimize the computation time. The pressure distribution is plotted in Fig. 5 . The frequency chosen for the plot is the first resonance frequency, the membrane material is PEI, and the mass distribution is Configuration 1. The pressure distribution for the array structure is not uniform along each radius for each cell. The pressure magnitude between each adjacent pair of cells ( (Table II, Configurations 2 and 3) . These samples featured nonuniform mass distributions but equivalent total mass. Figure 6 shows the TL profile for Configurations 2 and 3. The relationship between the first resonance frequency and mass increase was similar to the change in frequency predicted by a simple harmonic oscillator. The predicted frequency change (assuming a constant spring force) using a simple harmonic oscillator [Eq. (4)] is given by (4) Figure 7 shows the comparison of the relative change in frequency with increasing mass for the rubber and PEI samples as well as the frequency change predicted from Eq. (4) for a simple harmonic oscillator. The measured results differed from the predicted results by less than 5%. Three frame structures were tested to understand the effect of frame stiffness on the TL of the array.
The PEI membrane was used for all of the frame variations. Dimensions of the cross sections of the frames are given in Transmission loss for the structures with each of the frame compliance variations is plotted in Fig.   8 . The cross-sectional areas of the aluminum, A, and composite, B, frame were identical. For the 'tall' composite frame, the aspect ratio of the cross-section was reversed, and thus the out-of-plane thickness of the frame, C, was greater than that of A and B. The masses distributed on each membrane were the same as in Configuration 1. The TL peak and first resonance frequencies for each of the three frames differed by less than 4%. The magnitude of the TL peak for the Al frame was 7 dB greater than that of the tall composite frame (C) and the regular composite frame (B). The second resonance frequency for the regular composite frame sample occurred at roughly 1.58 kHz, while the second resonance frequency for the aluminum and tall composite frames could not be experimentally determined due to frequency limitations of the large diameter impedance tube (cutoff at ∼2 kHz).
Fig 8. (Color online) Measured transmission loss of arrays with varying frame stiffness (mass Configuration 1).
Displacement profiles were measured for the acoustically excited membrane structures with different frame materials and identical mass distributions (Configuration 1), as shown in Fig. 9 (a).
The excitation frequency was 488 Hz (the peak TL frequency). The displacement at the aluminum frame center [ Fig. 9 (b): point 2] was half of the magnitude of the center displacement for the composite frame. Additionally, the overall out-of-plane displacement of the more compliant frame was greater than the aluminum-frame structure.
Fig 9. (Color online) (a) Measured peak-to-peak displacement (at peak TL frequency) for frames made from different materials. Distance is measured starting from the corner (point 1) of one cell to the center (point 2) of the frame structure. (b) Path along which measurements were taken.
Finite element analysis (FEA, COMSOL Multiphysics) was performed for several of the mass configurations as well as the variations in frame compliance. The membrane material used for the analysis was PEI. The analysis was performed on a four-cell array with physical parameters identical to those used experimentally. Transmission loss results from the FEA are shown in Fig. 10 . Figure   10 
(a) TL for four-unit array samples comparing experimental and FEA results for mass Configuration 1 and mass Configuration 2. (b) FEA generated results for variation in frame compliance (mass attached to each cell totaled 0.16 g and the membrane material was PEI).
The peak TL frequency determined by FEA differed from the measured peak TL frequency by up to 6% for Configuration 1, and by up to 4% for the two peaks in Configuration 2. Resonance frequencies calculated using the FEA were within 11% of the measured values. For Configuration 3, the measured and FEA values for the peak TL and resonance frequencies (not shown) also differed by less than 10%.
FEA analysis also was performed to predict the effects of frame compliance on the acoustic response, and to compare with the measured effects. Using a mass of 0.16 g attached to each cell and PEI membrane properties, the FEA yielded the results shown in Fig. 10(b) . The predicted TL profile also shows a peak TL frequency of 724 Hz and a first resonance frequency of 501 Hz for both the aluminum and composite frame materials. The predicted second resonance frequency for the composite frame is 1623 Hz, compared with 2398 Hz for the aluminum frame.
Discussion
For both single-cell and multi-cell resonators, the measured TL behavior at low frequencies (below ∼200 Hz for the PEI membrane sample) was much greater than mass-law predictions (see Fig. 4 ).
Indeed, one would expect the TL values to decrease with frequency in this range. However, below the first resonance frequency, the acoustic behavior of the structure is controlled by stiffness, not by the mass law. For single-layered structures, the mass law typically controls the TL behavior above the first resonance frequency, while at frequencies below the first resonance, the transmitted power across the structure is directly proportional to both frequency squared and structure compliance, resulting in increasing TL with decreasing frequency [21] .
Multi-celled arrays of mass-damped membranes were prepared, and the measured TL was compared with the TL values measured for single-cell structures with equivalent mass and membrane properties. Using a rigid support frame (aluminum), resonance frequency and peak TL values for the array (Configuration 1) differed from those of the single-cell structure by at least 3%, indicating a difference in acoustic behavior. The increase in the first resonance and peak TL frequencies of the array structure over the single-celled structure was attributed to acoustic pressure coupling between cells. The phenomena of pressure coupling in arrays of resonators also arises in underwater sonar applications and is referred to as mutual radiation impedance [22] . An increase in the pressure magnitude between cells (as shown in Fig. 5 ) caused the array structure to behave more stiffly than an individual cell. The increased apparent stiffness also produced higher resonance and peak TL frequencies identical, eliminating the possibility that the change in peak TL and resonance frequencies was a result of structural coupling between cells.
The greater overall TL of the single cell structure compared to the array structure was attributed to the larger sectional area of the steel tube adapter in the former (to the metamaterial structure).
Because the adapter disk occupied a larger percentage of the tube area (7850 mm2), the mass lawdominant steel adapter raised the magnitude of the entire TL curve. The single cell surface area constituted less than 10% of the tube section area, whereas the array occupied 38% of the tube area.
Nonuniform mass distributions attached to the quad-cell array structures produced multiple TL peaks. When different membrane materials were used in identical array frames, the TL peaks appeared at frequencies from 55 to 750 Hz. As shown in Fig. 6 , for both the rubber and PEI membranes, Configuration 2 resulted in two TL peaks, while Configuration 3 resulted in four distinct TL peaks. The magnitude of the peaks, however, was generally ∼5 dB less than the single peak generated when the mass distribution in the array was uniform. The lower TL magnitudes produced by nonuniform mass distributions stemmed from the local resonant behavior of each cell, which contributed to the global TL behavior of the structure. The measured resonance frequencies were consistent with and similar to the values predicted for a simple harmonic oscillator, supporting the assertion that the behavior of each mass-membrane cell is dominated by tension as opposed to bending stiffness. The parallel between the mass-damped membrane structures and a simple harmonic oscillator allows for accurate predictions of resonance frequencies for membranes with different masses attached. In addition, the membranes appear to be operating in a linear regime under the applied pressure conditions.
The frame stiffness was varied to investigate the effects on the TL of structures. Frame stiffness is likely to emerge as an important factor when array structures are scaled-up to include larger numbers of cells. The calculated bending stiffness of the composite frame (frame B) was four times less than the calculated stiffness for the aluminum frame because of the lower elastic moduli of the composite.
The tall composite structure (frame C) was constructed of the same composite material, but the cross section was designed to produce stiffness similar to the aluminum frame.
The bending stiffness of the aluminum frame structure was ∼4× larger than the composite frame, and resulted in a TL peak that was ∼5 dB larger in magnitude. The more compliant frame (composite) exhibited a high-frequency resonance dip at 1623 Hz, which effectively reduced the bandwidth of the TL peak by roughly 0.8 kHz compared to the stiffer aluminum and tall composite frames (see Fig. 8 ). Both of the stiffer frames yielded similar results, nearly equivalent TL peaks and decreased frequency bandwidth (not shown), even with the nonuniform mass distributions used in Configurations 2 and 3. The global frame resonance frequency (Fig. 8 , ∼1620 Hz) seen in the TL profile was consistent with the calculated natural frequencies of the frames under excitation (see Fig.   10 ).
As shown in Fig. 9 , the greater compliance of the composite frame also resulted in an increase in the vibration displacement at the center node of the frame structure. The two effects, the greater vibration displacement of the compliant frame together with the lower TL peak amplitude, were in fact related, and the former contributed to the latter. In addition to the vibration-induced displacement of individual cells in the array at the peak TL frequency, the entire array structure (membrane and frame) exhibited vibration modes. Decreasing the stiffness of the frame caused the sound transmission of the frame to increase. As a result, the measured TL was actually a superposition of TL from each of the membranes and TL of the entire frame structure. Thus, at the peak TL frequency, the decreased magnitude of the TL peak was attributed to increased sound transmission caused by frame vibration. This assertion implies that for larger arrays, the peak TL magnitude as well as the TL bandwidth can be expected to decrease.
The FEA yielded predictions that, in most respects, matched the acoustic behavior of the massdamped membrane structures, although some key differences were noted. For example, the magnitude of the TL peak predicted by FEA was greater than the measured peak amplitude because damping was not accounted for in the calculations, and the tube adapter was omitted in the analysis.
Other simplifications inherent in the FEA were the use of a two-dimensional shell structure to approximate the membrane-frame assembly, as opposed to a three-dimensional structure, and the assumption of uniform membrane tension. The latter assumption neglected potential nonuniformities in the thermal expansion of the membrane during fabrication and the square-celled frame when Although the analysis yielded accurate predictions of the peak TL and resonance frequencies for the different configurations, the overall magnitude of the TL curve was not accurately predicted. Despite the difference in the TL magnitude between the FEA and the measured values, the accuracy of the predicted frequencies and the overall agreement provide us with enough confidence to extend the analysis to larger structures with more cells (e.g., 5 × 5 or more cells). Extending the FEA to predict the TL of multi-celled structures will provide useful guidance for the future design of large-scale structures.
Previous studies on arrays of membrane-type metamaterials focused on demonstrating the overall concept of the construction of a multi-celled sound barrier [5, 6] . These studies presented experimental results of stacked arrays with non-uniform mass distributions, but did not attempt to show the acoustic behavior of a single-layer multi-cell array with non-uniform mass distribution.
Additionally, the effects of frame compliance, a factor relevant to large-scale arrays, were not considered [6] . In one previous study of acoustic metamaterial panels, the authors concluded that the effects of frame rigidity and the boundary condition of the structure would have a negligible effect on the acoustic performance [17] . While previous studies demonstrated a broadband structure was attainable on a small scale, practical considerations as previously presented, were not taken into account in the design of a usable structure.
Conclusions
Arrays of membrane-type acoustic metamaterials were fabricated, characterized, and analyzed, demonstrating enhancement in TL at low frequencies (50-1000 Hz). The TL of four-celled arrays with uniform mass distribution was shown to be similar to the TL of similar single-celled structures, and differences in peak TL and resonance frequency were attributed to pressure coupling. Varying the mass distribution across cells of the array structures produced multiple TL peaks and resonance frequencies, which were accurately predicted by a mass-spring equation for arrays of different stiffness. By employing non-uniform mass distribution over the cells in the array, sound transmission at multiple frequencies can be decreased.
Rigid aluminum frames were used to isolate the motion of each cell. However, as more cells are introduced, the overall rigidity of the structure will inevitably decrease, and global frame resonances will be introduced. To understand what effect this change in frame resonance would have on the behavior of multi-celled arrays, the TL was measured for more compliant structures. Such frames exhibited a decrease in the bandwidth of the TL peak.
Practical limitations associated with the use of membrane-type metamaterial arrays include the reduction of peak TL bandwidth caused by the decrease in stiffness of larger frames. Note that both the measured and predicted values reported above included a rigidly clamped boundary condition.
Perfectly clamped boundary conditions would be a challenge to obtain in a large scale structure and would affect the result by further decreasing the affected TL bandwidth.
